


Over 90% of students
who use Quizlet

report higher grades.

Search millions of study sets or create your own.

Improve your grades by studying with flashcards,

games and more.

Get started

https://quizlet.com/sign-up?signupOrigin=homepage-main-button&screenName=logged_out_homepage


Introducing Quizlet
Premium Content
CREATED BY VERIFIED EXPERTS, POWERED BY QUIZLET

Studying for tests is hard enough; you shouldn't also need

to figure out what to study. Introducing Quizlet Premium

Content — expert-created study guides to help you get

test-day ready. Covering everything from anatomy to GRE

prep to foreign languages, Quizlet Premium Content is

available today.

LEARN MORE

https://quizlet.com/features/premium-content


Make the
perfect study

set

Create your own

335,784,000 
Study Sets and Counting

39 terms

Human Biology — Blood

19 terms

Las frutas

15 terms

16 terms

Astronomy: History of

science

14 terms

Stochastic methods

32 terms

Characters of hamlet

10 terms

Missions of California

60 terms

Capitals of the world

36 terms

Urban studies study guide

16 terms

History of political islam in

the Middle East

6 terms

JerichoFallen

ssheridan112

shareme4life
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jackiwright

Christine_MacNeil

LHaara

Erin0317

ishani_ganguly4

Patrick_Connors
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Get started

Diagram of the heart

29 terms

Map of Mexico states

44 terms

AP US History US Presidents

9 terms

Geometric angles

62 terms

Biological psychology

10 terms

Czech verbs

30 terms

Hydrology

Exterior styles: Principles of

architecture

50 terms

Famous philosophers

26 terms

Foundations of grammar

51 terms

Cat breeds

TEACHERlaura_oppenheimer

SOGallagher

Kate_Napolitano

Jo_Stall

TEACHERjeffchan

Annie_Gordon9

hsmomof4boys

amalichi

Cheercatsara
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Study smarter

More than 90% of students who learn with

Quizlet report improved grades. See how

Quizlet’s simple tools can help you learn

anything, from beginning algebra, to AP US

History, to college level econometrics — and

beyond.

I’M A STUDENT

https://quizlet.com/students


Share knowledge

Keep students engaged and motivated with

Quizlet. Create your own classroom sets,

collaborate with other teachers, play Quizlet

Live, and give your students materials to

help them learn in a more fun and more

efficient way.

I’M A TEACHER

https://quizlet.com/features/live
https://quizlet.com/teachers


Our mission is to help
students practice and

master whatever
they're learning.

We do this by making it simple for students and

teachers to create and share online learning materials.

Quizlet is proud to be the most popular online

educational service in the United States, used by more

than 50 million students and teachers each month.

Starting with a simple online learning tool, Quizlet today

offers tools for students to make flashcards, practice

spelling, play learning games, test their knowledge,

collaborate with other students, and more.

QUIZLET’S MISSION

https://quizlet.com/mission


Mission Blog Jobs Mobile Teachers Quizlet Live Quizlet Learn Diagrams Press Help

Get to know
Quizlet Learn!
Available on the Quizlet website, iOS and Android.

Know what you
need to know

You have a big quiz or test
coming up. Do you know the best
way to study?

Now you do — meet the new Quizlet Learn. Create a study set of

material you need to practice and master, tell us when you need to
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with Quizlet
Learn

learn it by, and we'll kick-start your studying with an adaptive study

plan and notifications that remind you when it's time to focus.

 

Why use Quizlet Learn?

It takes the guesswork out of studying by creating a study

plan and then guiding you through what and when to

practice.

1

See how you're improving, get gentle reminders to study,

and make progress with short, actionable study sessions.
2

Quizlet Learn is powered by Quizlet's new Learning

Assistant Platform, which uses data from millions of

anonymous study sessions and then combines it with

proven ideas from cognitive science.

3



Powered by the Learning
Assistant Platform

Quizlet Learn is powered by the Learning Assistant Platform, which

uses machine learning to process data from millions of anonymous

study sessions, and then combines that data with proven techniques

from cognitive science. By understanding how people really learn,

this powerful platform drives studying that's more effective and more

efficient, by only showing students material they need to learn — and

making it fun at the same time.
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